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Part One

What Is
Think
Talent?

Think Talent was created in January
2018 as a response to ongoing pressure
that talent functions face to evolve at
pace to support business transformation.
C-suite executives who were interviewed
for the 19th Edition of the IBM Global
C-Suite Study recognize people skills as
a key external force that will impact their
business in the next 2-3 years.

Technological
factors

Market
factors

People
skills

Regulatory
concerns

Macroeconomic
factors

In addition, the same executives say that the types of enterprises that are leading disruption
in their industries are not the startups, but industry incumbents:

72%

34%

23%

22%

Innovative
industry
incumbents

Digital giants
(such as Apple,
Google, Alibaba)

Companies
from other
industries

Smaller
companies
or startups

Talent is universally accepted as a key to competitive advantage, so getting it right as a Talent
Leader has never been more important.
This dynamic, in the context of the skills supply and demand imbalance (85% of the jobs
that will exist in 2030 don’t exist now), with continued advances in technology and artificial
intelligence, led IBM thought leaders to embark on creating a global community for Talent
Leaders to share experiences and explore pertinent topics impacting talent acquisition on a
biannual basis.

Mission

IBM Talent Acquisition Optimization created Think Talent as a community for talent
acquisition professionals and leaders to network, share ideas and help each other.

Commitment

We are committed to exploring topics that affect talent acquisition, supported by research
and peer-to-peer workshops.
We are delighted to share insights on the first Think Talent research topic, AI and Robotics:
Talent Acquisition Reinvention or Hype?, a combination of insights gained through
stakeholder interviews and the first workshop hosted in London in June 2018.
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Part Two

AI &
Robotics
and Talent
Acquisition

IBM believes that AI & Robotics can help
talent acquisition practitioners source,
engage and attract candidates, as well as
screen applicants, schedule interviews
and much more. For instance, AI can be
the basis for Robotics Process Automation
(RPA) and chatbots, which automate
tasks. Our view is that if there is a linear
path to get to the answer, a computer can
do it faster.
We’re at the start of a talent acquisition
transformation that will change the role of
recruiters. Recruiters won’t be replaced.
Rather, the role will evolve to have a more
strategic position within organisations to
the benefit of all stakeholders.

What are AI & Robotics?

American cognitive scientist Marvin Minsky described artificial intelligence as, “The science of
making machines do things that would require intelligence if done by men.” While pursuits of
artificially created knowledge date back centuries, as a field of study AI was “born” in 1956 at
a conference at Dartmouth College.

Historical Highlights
British mathematician Alan Turing
develops the Turing test, which
determines a machine’s ability
to “think” like a human.

McCarthy develops LISP, a language
used for AI programming.

Minsky advises Stanley Kubrick on
the movie 2001: A Space Odyssey,
which depicts AI in the form of the
HAL 9000 computer.

IBM’s Deep Blue becomes the first
computer chess-playing program
to beat a reigning world
chess champion.

1950
1955

American computer scientist John
McCarthy of Dartmouth College,
along with Marvin Minsky of Harvard
University, Nathaniel Rochester of
IBM and Claude Shannon of Bell
Telephone Laboratories, coin the
term “artificial intelligence” a year
before the first AI conference at
Dartmouth.

1959

Minsky and McCarthy cofound the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology AI laboratory.

1988

Seven members of the Thomas J.
Watson Research Center of IBM
publish “A statistical approach to
language translation,” marking a
shift to machine learning based
on statistical analysis of known
examples, not comprehension.

2011

IBM’s Watson, a natural language
question answering computer,
defeats two former champions
on Jeopardy!

1958

1968

1997

IBM Research has been exploring AI and machine learning technologies and techniques for
decades. We believe AI will dramatically transform the world, and we’re advancing the field
through research focused on three areas: towards human-level intelligence, platform for
business, and hardware and the physics of AI.

The Cognitive Era

Cognitive computing systems such as IBM Watson never stop “learning.” They are able to:

Understand
unstructured data
through sensing
and interaction

Reason about it by
generating hypotheses,
considering, arguments
and recommendations

Learn from training
by experts, from every
interaction and from
continually ingesting data.*

In 2011, when Watson appeared on Jeopardy!, the system did one thing: natural language
Q&A, powered by technologies such as machine learning and NLP (natural language
processing). Today, Watson has 28 capabilities, and all of them are digital services, or APIs,
which are like cognitive building blocks. The building blocks include relationship extraction,
tone analysis and concept expansion.*
As cognitive systems that understand, reason and learn take in more and more data and
leverage additional APIs, imagine how they can be applied to various industries and practices,
including talent acquisition.
Here are two ways that can happen.
Deeper human engagement. Cognitive systems create more human-like interactions
with people based on the mode, form and quality a person prefers. They take advantage of
available data to create a detailed picture of individuals—based on geo-location data, online
interactions and more—and add elements that previously were difficult to ascertain, such as
tone and sentiment.
Cognitive systems reason through all this structured and unstructured data to find what really
matters in engaging a person, such as a candidate interacting with your career site or using
a tool like Watson Candidate Assistant. Through continuous learning, these engagements
deliver increasingly greater value, including a better candidate experience, and become more
natural and even anticipatory.
Cognitive processes and operations. Cognitive systems also improve how a company
functions. Business processes, such as workflows for sourcing, screening and hiring, that are
based on cognitive capabilities take advantage of all available data. The data provides the
systems context, requirements and more, contributing to continuously better forecasting,
operational effectiveness and ultimately, decisions based on real-time data.
*Source: “Welcome to the Cognitive Era,” an IBM white paper

The Growing Impact on Talent Acquisition

The buzz surrounding AI & Robotics within talent acquisition is not a new phenomenon. Over
the past two years the applicability of AI has been recognized, with 46% of CHROs identifying
talent acquisition and onboarding as the functions that could be reinvented with AI (2017 IBM
C-Suite Study).
One of the major findings in “How Organizations Identify and Hire Great Talent,” a 2018 study
by HR.com sponsored by IBM’s Smarter Workforce Institute, confirms what talent acquisition
leaders told us in our benchmark study (see Part Three). The report found that the numberone challenge (68% of respondents) faced by talent acquisition leaders is finding candidates
with the right skills. In addition, the HR professionals regret 31% of their new hires.
Talent acquisition leaders are looking for AI to help with their recruiting challenges. HR
professionals were asked, “If you had the opportunity to use AI in your organisation for
the purpose of talent acquisition and selection, what outcomes would you most like it
to achieve?”
What areas of talent acquisition can AI optimize?

57%

54%

51%

Fill open
positions
more quickly

Improve the
match between
candidates
and jobs

Spend less
time sifting
through resumes

44%

39%

34%

Improve
candidate
experience
during the
hiring process

Identify the best
internal candidate

Reduce
hiring regrets

31%
Increase diversity
of new hires

IBM researchers also have found that cognitive is “on the C-suite radar.”*

66%

50%

50%

of CEOs believe cognitive
computing can drive
significant value in HR

of HR executives recognize that
cognitive computing has the power
to transform key dimensions of HR

of HR executives believe that
cognitive computing will affect
key roles in the HR organisation

HR professionals are starting to apply cognitive computing in HR operations, talent acquisition
and onboarding, and talent development. In talent acquisition, the functions that HR leaders
are targeting for cognitive enablement include developing more robust candidate profiles,
positioning the employer brand in the labor market and making better decisions about
candidates.
So, what is really happening in the industry? This is what prompted our first research project
to explore adoption and return on investment on AI & Robotics in talent acquisition.

*Source: “Extending expertise: How cognitive computing is transforming HR and the employee
experience,” IBM Institute for Business Value and IBM Smarter Workforce Institute

Part Three

Benchmark
Findings

We undertook one-hour stakeholder
interviews with 30 organisations that
are collectively responsible for over
200,000 hires per annum. Participating
orgs represent a variety of industries,
including oil & gas, electronics,
automotive, aerospace & defence, retail,
life sciences, energy & utilities, real
estate, telecommunications, media &
entertainment and consumer packaged
goods.
Their top three priorities

Quality
of Hire

Diversity
& Inclusion

Experience

A convoluted ecosystem

Our research revealed that organisations that have adopted new technology believe there is
more to adopt, and organisations that have yet to adopt new technology believe there is too
much tech out there and don’t know where to begin. The technology ecosystem for talent
acquisition is complex. How can organisations differentiate between so many offerings?

Summary of Findings

No enterprise-wide adoption; AI & Robotics are used in pockets today

Future areas of investment reflect ongoing objectives of QOH, D&I
and EXP

Recruiter augmentation, not replacement—recruiting is a people
industry

Most organisations are at the beginning of this journey and need to
focus on desired outcomes

Where is technology augmenting talent acquisition today?

Collectively, the 30 orgs are using 175 technologies throughout the talent acquisition lifecycle,
an average of 5-6 per org. Use case is an example of a technology being used in a step of the
process; an org could have multiple use cases of the same tech (e.g., Workday for Measure
and Engage and Offer / Reject).
Workforce
Planning

Employer
Branding

Source
and Attract

Screen
and Assess

Interview
and Select

Offer /
Reject

Onboard

Measure
and Engage

8%

17%

35%

20%

5%

5%

5%

5%

The steps with the most tech adoption are Employer Branding, Source and Attract, and
Screen and Assess. This is not a surprise, due to both the maturity of the technology used for
these functions and the understanding that organisations must provide a positive candidate
experience during these initial stages. A good first impression (influenced by Employment
Branding), supported by ease of application and regular communication, will motivate
candidates to continue their journey with an organisation.
These findings also demonstrate a tech adoption gap in other areas of the candidate lifecycle,
which the rest of this section expands on.

What are we planning to change?
Workforce
Planning

Employer
Branding

Source
and Attract

Screen
and Assess

Interview
and Select

Offer /
Reject

Onboard

Measure
and Engage

+43%

+14%

+18%

+51%

-

-

+125%

-

The group plans 49 additional use cases for technology in the future with a clear focus on:
Workforce Planning, Screening and Assessment and Onboarding
The focus shifts from Source and Attract as the most prevalent step receiving tech investment
to emerging areas such as Workforce Planning and Onboarding, and an increased focus on
Screen and Assess.
Our point of view is that organisations plan to transform Onboarding because the rate at which
new hires leave a company is too high. While the cost of onboarding averages $4,000 per
hire,* 18% of individual contributors leave the company within the first six months**. Speed to
productivity is critical, and poor onboarding experiences drive up the attrition rate.

Sources: *“How to calculate cost-per-hire,” Glassdoor for Employers. ** “How Organizations
Identify and Hire Great Talent,” IBM Smarter Workforce Institute and HR.com

A deeper dive: technology used per process
Workforce Planning
Future -6

Current -14
Proprietary Solution

29%

External Insights Vendor

50%

Analytics Vendor

29%

Analytics Vendor

17%

External Insight Vendor

14%

HRIS Vendor

17%

HRIS Vendor

14%

Proprietary AI Solutions

17%

ATS Analytics

14%

Workforce planning is fairly underrepresented in terms of tech adoption, and most of it is
proprietary. We found and used 14 tech use cases.
AI is lacking in this area; debated due to the challenge to contextualise data in the context of
individual organisations.
43% are planning on changing Workforce Planning, with an increased focus on the value that
tools such as Foresight can bring. Many are going through the implementation of
Workday/SF now.
Proprietary AI solutions should solve the challenge of third-party tools being able to
contextualise org-specific data.

A deeper dive: technology used per process
Employer Branding
Future -4

Current -29
Social

55%

TRM

50%

Posting Aggregator

14%

ChatBot

25%

AI Enabled Marketing

10%

Career Site Analytics

25%

TRM

11%

CRM

7%

Job Board Sponsorship

3%

Employer Branding is in the top three areas for current tech adoption. New tech includes
Talent Relationship Management and AI-Enabled Marketing. TRM vendors such as Phenom
People are integrating CRMs and career sites with a personalised experience.
The future has a continued focus on TRM coupled with Google Analytics to track brand
interaction. We also see the consideration of a chatbot.

A deeper dive: technology used per process
Source & Attract
Future -11

Current -61
Social

51%

Aggregated Search

45%

Aggregated Search

18%

Aggregated Posting

18%

Job Boards

11%

ChatBot

18%

Aggregated Posting

11%

TRM

9%

D&I Job Board

9%

Email Scraping

3%

Gamification

2%

ChatBot

2%

AI Ad Optimisation

2%

This is a top area for current adoption. However, there is a minimal focus on emerging tech.
80% of what we do today is not AI. There is a lot of focus on social, aggregators and job
boards. LinkedIn is still our best friend!
That said, Entelo, Swoop and HiringSolved aggregate social profiles using AI and proactively
search for candidates. We are also seeing the use of email scraping and some use cases of AI
to optimise advertising with Textio.
In the future there will be greater adoption in aggregated search (talentwunder) and posting,
more chatbots and D&I advertising.

A deeper dive: technology used per process
Screen & Assess
Future -18

Current -35
Online Assessment

51%

Online Assessment

39%

Video Interview

23%

AI screening

17%

AI Screening

20%

Video Interview

17%

Gamification

6%

F2F Interview Change

11%

Chatbot

11%

Gamification

6%

Assessment
With 1 in 5 use cases at the Screen and Assess stage and 51%Ten
growth
forecast,Vendors
this is one
of the key stages organisations are focusing on. In fact, most organisations stated a goal of
removing unconscious bias both in human decisions and AI algorithms.
The industry has seen an increase in online assessments and AI-enabled video interviewing,
with HireVue dominating the market and Seedlink and HiredScore in the mix. Also on the rise
are chatbots like Mya, which are used for screening.
Organisations also are turning to gamified assessments focusing on behaviours and cultural
fit, using products from Knack, Cut-e and Gartner. Many Screen and Assess use cases were
pilots of these technologies within the Early Talent segment (Interns, Graduates, Apprentices).

A deeper dive: technology used per process
Interview & Select
Future -3

Current -9
Video Interview

56%

Video Interview

67%

Auto Scheduling

44%

Auto Scheduling

33%

Sophisticated tech is not necessary at this step. For instance, a remote video interview can be
conducted via Skype.
ATS Scheduling Functionality

If AI or automation is required, orgs are adopting pure play vendors like Sonru, Sparkhire and
GreenJob.
Interview scheduling tends to be an ATS functionality rather than dedicated platform.

Offer & Reject
Future

Current -9
ATS

78%

HRIS

22%

?

The Offer and Reject steps right now rely solely on ATS and HRIS technology.
The participating organisations could not envision a future with AI supporting these steps.
A noteworthy observation: organisations say they are competing for talent, and offer
rejects are on the rise. There is an opportunity for tech to support the offer process in an
interactive way.

A deeper dive: technology used per process
Onboarding
Future -10

Current -8
ATS Onboarding

37%

HRIS Onboarding

50%

Onboarding Vendor

3%

ATS Onboarding

20%

HRIS Onboarding

13%

ChatBot

20%

Proprietary Solution

13%

Gamification

10%

Today, Onboarding is largely done by HRIS and ATS – this is functional and not experience
focused. Onboarding is a top area for future tech investment. Organisations are considering
emerging technologies such as chatbots and gamification to deliver a richer experience,
increase engagement and speed time to productivity.
Measure & Engage
Future

Current -10
HRIS Analytics

30%

ATS Analytics

20%

Analytics Vendor

20%

Survey Vendor

10%

Social Analytics

10%

External

10%

?

Half of the organisations are using HRIS and ATS analytics, relying on analytics vendors such
as Spotfire and Google. Participants are uncertain how emerging tech could be used in this
step. There is no one platform that incorporates all data, including NPS.

IBM Case Study:
Evolving Talent Acquisition to win top talent
IBM is transforming at a rapid pace due to digital and technological changes.
Today, 47% of our revenue is generated from areas we weren’t operating in five years ago.
We have evolved ourselves in significant ways — we are a cloud and cognitive company and
are known as one of the largest digital agencies in the world. We use Design Thinking and are
on the cutting edge of robotics, AI and blockchain.
In this digital age, organisations have to transform to remain essential, and that includes
transforming Talent Acquisition. IBM Talent Acquisition has been transforming in various
phases for the past decade. We started with outsourcing, then moved to centralization,
followed by optimization.
Today, we are facing our biggest transformation to date: the cognitive era, powered to deliver
smarter outcomes. Cognitive technology has allowed us to accelerate our transformation,
impacting the end-to-end process of our talent lifecycle, from attracting candidates and
onboarding new hires, to retaining and growing our talent.
If you are not evolving and differentiating your Talent Acquisition offering, you will lose out on
talent, and your company will cease to exist. Look at the Fortune 500 companies of just 50
years ago: only 12% still exist. More than 300 of the current list joined in the last 20 years.
But to be truly exceptional, you don’t want to just compete. You want to win. And IBM is
positioned for that. Here is how we have evolved our Talent Acquisition function.

Cognitive

Cloud

Evolving
Talent Acquisition

Robotics

Design Thinking

Blockchain

AI

IBM Talent Acquisition Vision
Revolutionize Talent Acquisition by extending the limits of domain expertise, personalized
experience and cognitive solutions.

Domain
Expertise

Personalized
Experience

Cognitive
Solutions

How Talent Acquisition aligns to our business imperative.
We are creating new roles and skills capabilities within Talent
Acquisition, such as a “talent scientists” and “talent influencers.”

This is our current focus. How does the candidate want to be engaged
and experience the recruitment process? What can we do differently
to engage candidates, such as giving candidates the ability to select
elements of the overall compensation package?

How can we augment what we are doing as Talent Acquisition
professionals through the use of intelligent applications?

The Evolution of Recruitment
Traditional Recruitment
The traditional method of recruiting is a linear, sequential method. It is largely a “post and
pray” approach to finding talent, and prioritizing requisitions often comes down to which
hiring manager is the loudest about his or her hiring needs. The average length of the
recruitment process with this method is 85 days.

Start

In-Progress

Onboard

Plan demand
Approve headcount
Open job requisition
Conduct intake session
Post job requisition

Source and Screen
Access and interview
Conduct F2F interview
Decide
Offer
Accept Offer

Check background
Onboard

Agile Recruitment
IBM is following this model and creating a “Recruiting First” culture. The Agile approach
includes scrum teams, which work in a similar fashion to software development teams, that
meet for daily standups and have clear deadlines to communicate how they are performing
against SLAs and how they can do better. Positive results include an increase in engagement
and trust between Talent Acquisition and the business and a quick spike in NPS.

Think

Conduct
retrospective
Share

Act

Consult demand
Groom backlog
Plan sprint

Cognitive Recruitment
We are in the process of augmenting our Agile method with Cognitive recruitment, mostly
through AI and automation. We are using or planning to use tools and technology such as:
• Watson Candidate Assistant, which interacts with job seekers to inform them about our
company and suggests best-fit jobs based on their experience, skills and interests
• Blockchain technology for resume verification
• Watson AI, to eliminate inherently biased questions
In the United States, 86% of applicants are using Watson Candidate Assistant, and as a result,
35% of those using it are more likely to apply for our open positions.
With the help of cognitive technology, we will reduce the average length of the recruitment
process to 21-28 days.
demand with
finance approvals

data to solution
selling & socialization

interviews
& prepares

background & credentials
with Blockchain

Predict

Infer

Assess live

Verify

Auto-create

Source & Match

Personalize

Assist

job requisitions
for highest success

fit
to slate

offer
packages

end-to-end

Recruiting in 2020 and Beyond
Historically, recruitment has been a three-way relationship: the candidate, the recruiter and
the hiring manager. Now there’s a very important fourth partner: artificial intelligence—in our
case, IBM Watson.
2020 and beyond will combine the power of personalization, pipelines, proactive
sourcing, prediction

Candidates

Watson

Recruiters

Hiring
Managers

PRE-HIRE: social engagement, learning, nurturing

DAY 1

DAY 5

DAY 15

DAY 20

DAY 25

Share moments
of impact
publically

Bond with IBM career
mentors and seek/rate
hiring managers

Build advocacy
for IBM and
embrace Social
Transparency

May/may not
see job opening

Receive
enticing lead
to join IBM

Choose
interview
time

Prepare for
interview with
Watson

Choose best
package &
accepts

Finds talent
Using success
profiles

Prompts recruiters
to engage and
recommends
opportunities
to candidates

Social listens to
improve experiences
and predicts
demand

Verifies background
& credentials with
Blockchain &
infer data

Sources
proactively &
matches based
on fit

Suggests best
interview panel,
assesses live

Recommends
for hire based
on fit

Prepares & calls
for personalized
offer

1st tier assistant

1st tier assistant

1st tier assistant

Engage by sending
target messaging and
opportunities

Nurture readynow pipeline for
critical success
profiles

Solution with
hiring manager to
sell and socialize
opportunity

Convert prospects
into candidates by
video invitations
with insight

Assess skills,
performance,
and attrition
using data

Predict
success
and team fit

Celebrate with
candidate and
transition to
on-boarding

2nd tier assistant

2nd tier assistant

2nd tier assistant

Track
candidates
360 profiles

Sells
opportunity
to candidate

Celebrate with
candidate and
prepare for
on-boarding

Attracts talent
As Talent
Influencers
and grows
Klout score

Auto-create job
req for highest
success with ease

The end of passive
active candidates

Understand
prioritization
and evangelize
opportunity

Approve slate
and confirm
interview times

IBM has a very clear vision of where we want our Talent Acquisition function to be and how
these methods and tools will fit in. Just as we have evolved our Talent Acquisition function,
we can help you evolve yours.

Part Four
Recommendations

With the continuous introduction of
technologies into the talent marketplace,
it is both exciting and overwhelming for
talent professionals. It can be difficult to
distinguish between the technologies that
could be valuable to your organisation and
which ones would not. By distilling any
offering’s capability into its core purpose and
functionality, it is much easier to determine if
it is something that your organisation needs.
•

Will it add value and deliver a return
on investment?

•

Does it complement your existing
IT infrastructure?

•

Is it addressing a challenge that you have
or expect?

Conversely, if you have a very specific need, it
can be difficult to understand if there is even
a solution on the market to address it.
With that in mind, we have two practical
tools that can be useful when envisioning a
technology strategy for talent acquisition in
your organisation.

1. Technology Ecosystem Taxonomy

Based on our research of more than 300 technology vendors, this framework represents all
the functional capabilities that the vendors offer. This can be used to validate or qualify your
technology landscape and maturity or inspire your future roadmap.
Plan
Analytics
Business Planning
Demand Planning
Skills Inference
Talent Supply Analytics

Brand
Brand Creation

Source

Career Advice &

CRM

Brand

Crowd Sourced

Management

Work

Chatbots

Hiring Marketplace

Language Analysis

Shared Talent

Talent
Relationship
Management

Search
Job Board

Referrals

Social Media

Coaching
Centralised Job

Employer Reviews

Social Analytics

Attract

Aggregator
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Social Resume
Builder
Social Search

Screen
Auto-Matching
Behavioural
Assessment
Contextual
Recruitment
Gamified

Job Boards

Engagement

Job Distribution

Resume Parsing

Programmatic

Simulations

Advertising

Select
Interview
Guidance
Interview
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Video Interviews

Onboard
API Connectors
Applicant Tracking
System
Onboarding
Concierge
Onboarding
Enablement

Skill Assessment

Temporary Worker
Marketplace

2. Stress testing the possibilities and building a business case

With almost endless possibilities to leverage technology to augment recruitment processes
and improve outcomes, we have developed a three-stage model to identify opportunities for
using technology and validating the qualitative and quantitative feasibility.
Stage 1. Target Outcome
Stage 1. Target Outcome

Stage 2. Assess Feasibility
Stage 2. Assess Feasibility

Cost Savings

Market Tolerance

Improve Quality

Scale = Volumes,
Repeatable, Impacts

Competitive Advantage
Scalability

Stage 3. Trade-offs
Stage 3. Trade-offs

Experience

Effectivity

Efficiency

Economics

Science
Corporate IT

Stage 1. Define target outcome

Start with a clear view of the outcome or outcomes that you are targeting so that when
you are assessing opportunities, you know what will make the offering compelling for your
organisation. With a clearly defined objective you have the foundations of a business case by
which to project desired return on investment.
Primary outcomes include:
•

Cost savings – generated from efficiencies and/or cost avoidance

•

Improve quality – of hire, experience or business outcome

•

Competitive advantage – differentiating your proposition against your competition to improve
access to / generation of in demand talent

•

Scalability – reducing base operating costs and improving responsiveness to meeting business
demand

With clearly defined outcomes, you can research potential solutions for a feasibility assessment.

Stage 2. Assess feasibility

The successful adoption of any technology and the realisation of any business case is
contingent on some key internal and external factors.
Four key areas to consider:
•

Market tolerance. Determine if the external market conditions will tolerate the approach

you are targeting. For example, will candidates respond positively to the experience
you will provide to them, or is the approach competitive / differentiating against your
competition?

•

Scale. With many start-up companies offering solutions that are not scalable for the

•

Science. With many new ways to use technology for sourcing and selection that are

•

enterprise, it is important to qualify if the solution can scale for your use case. Additionally,
will the solution scale further in the future should you wish to deploy capability in other
areas?

predictive or automated, it is critical that you validate the science that the technology is
applying.
Corporate IT. Whether it is security obligations, cloud policies, conflicting transformation

agendas or resource limitations, get ahead of your organisation’s Corporate IT agenda, so
you can anticipate obligations that you need to accommodate or limitations you need to
circumnavigate.

Stage 3. Prepare for the trade-offs

Whatever you are striving to achieve, there will always be trade-offs you need to make to
ensure you can achieve your business case and mitigate any influencing factors.
•

Experience is a primary enabler of user engagement and key lever in driving complicit user
behaviour. If you are relying on a candidate or hiring manager complying with a targeted way of
working, the more irresistible to the experience, the better.

•

Effectivity of the solution to deliver a quality outcome. The most rigorous and validated methods
are the best way to ensure quality, but they are not always appealing for the user. If it is essential
that quality is not compromised, you need to ensure the process is facilitated in a way that the
user will tolerate.

•

Efficiency. If time is of the essence it can enhance or compromise the experience and can
negatively impact the effectiveness of the process. Making decisions faster or forcing definitive
action based on calculated risk could be the only way your approach will succeed.

•

Economies of scale. The investment required, potential return and time to value are all critical
enabling factors in any business change. As a result, whether commercial viability is the priority
for your organisation or not, commercialising your approach is an unavoidable obligation.

Discover how IBM Talent Acquisition Optimization
can help your organisation with its talent acquisition strategy

